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Introduction

Lickers Lane

Mott MacDonald and Turley have been commissioned by
Knowsley Metropolitan Borough Council to produce a
masterplan to help guide delivery of a Sustainable Urban
Extension (SUE) to the south of Whiston.
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The site was removed from the Green Belt and allocated
for development in January 2016. A pre-consultation
draft Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) was
prepared in January 2016 to provide further development
guidance.
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The masterplan will build upon and further advance this
initial draft SPD.
This document captures work undertaken as part of Stage 2
‘Options Testing’ of the Masterplan SPD work.

M62

Through collaboration with KMBC and ATLAS, the team has
developed three potential strategic ‘approaches’ to the masterplan.
These are intended to be used as a tool for structured discussion,
rather than options to be ‘selected’. The intention being that any
preferred approach is likely to be an amalgamation of different
elements from different approaches.
The approaches were presented and debated at a landowner
workshop on 14th September 2016. Feedback collected at this
event forms part of this document.

Right: The SUE site
© Crown Copyright Knowsley MBC 100017655, 2016
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Issues and constraints summary
Geo-environmental

Baseline summary
Baseline analysis forms the
foundation to the project and this
options report.

Noise

1.1

The baseline position has been
recorded as a composite summary
document, produced alongside a
number of standalone technical
reports.

Air Quality

1.2

The baseline concludes with
an overarching summary of key
constraints and opportunities,
illustrated right and overpage.

1.3

Utilities
Flood Risk
Drainage

Archaeology
Transport
Ecology

Landscape

Townscape and
Heritage
4

• Risks identified for a receptors including future site users, adjacent sites and watercourses.
• Potential risks identified for Made Ground, Superficial Deposits and underlying geology.
• Recommended that further data collection and research is undertaken to refine existing risk
assessments and to design an intrusive ground investigation (GI).
• Notable noise impacts for both sites relating to the M62, A5080 Cronton Road and Tarbock
Island.
• Recommended internal ambient noise levels at the Land South of M62 site could be exceeded.
• NO2 concentrations at the SUE have potential to be close to or above annual mean objectives
close to M62 and M57.
• Potential for adverse air quality impacts during both construction and operation of the site.
• Responses from Scottish Power and National Grid suggest that network upgrades and
reinforcement to the electricity and gas networks may incur high costs.
• More complex flood risks for the southern portion of the Land South of M62 site, however flood
risk will be reduced if flood extents are avoided and surface water flooding is managed.
• Lack of foul water outfall within a reasonable distance - likely to require treatment works.
• No suitable surface water or foul sewers within or adjacent to the South of M62 site.
• Possible restrictions on the ability to open up sites in more than one area at a time.
• Moderate to high archaeological potential for medieval and post-medieval remains.
• High potential for modern remains at the former Cronton Colliery.
• Upgrades to existing junctions in the wider highway network will be necessary.
• M62 restricts inter-connectivity between the northern and southern portions of the site.
• Invasive species have been noted and an Invasive Species Management Plan is recommended.
• Non-statutory sites are located within in the proposed development area; it is recommended that
development aims to limit impact upon these sites and associated stakeholder consultation may
be required.
• Ownership of the green infrastructure for maintaining and managing the resource.
• Difficulty in agreeing the regimes and plans for future upkeep of GI resource.
• Funding of GI and long term success - management vehicle needed, properly funded with
necessary powers.
• Noise attenuation - assume large buffers needed alongside M62 in particular.
• Air pollution - continues to have an effect on quality of environment close to motorways.
• Potential severance effects movement and access corridors.
• Heritage assets including listed buildings, will require consideration and positive integration.
• Consideration of existing residential development to west and east
• Lickers Lane a key interface between new and existing communities - a key challenge
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Strategic Assets
Core Bio Diversity area
Coal Authority
Development high risk area
Mine entries

Ecclesto
n

Sewer
Lakes / ponds

ault

West F

HV overhead power lines
Flood zones 2 & 3
Listed building
Heritage assets
PROW
Fault line
Site boundary
Mobile home park
Edges prone to noise
Low/medium voltage
overhead power lines
Former mineral rail line

Left: Issues and constraints summary
© Crown Copyright Knowsley MBC 100017655, 2016
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Opportunities summary
Noise

• Employment land use is typically less sensitive to traffic noise than residential uses.
• Unlikely that noise mitigation is required to make the Land South of M62 site suitable for commercial development.

Air Quality

• Air quality around the SUE site is generally good as no Air Quality Monitors Areas (AQMA’s) have been declared.
• A new detailed air quality assessment will inform suitable locations for residential units from the M62 and M57.

Utilities

• Information supplied by utilities indicates that there are no significant constrains to providing adequate water, electricity, gas and telecommunications to the
site.

Flood Risk
Drainage

• Avoidance of areas susceptible to fluvial flooding appears to be relatively simple for Land South of Whiston and does not significantly affect development.

Archaeology

• Significant previous development within both sites that will have truncated or removed archaeological remains.
• These areas have a low to negligible potential for remains from all but the modern period.

Transport

• SUE is well connected to the strategic road network for accessibility to regional and national destinations.
• Investment in pedestrian connections and bus services will promote sustainable travel movements to and from the site.

Ecology

• Fourteen non-statutory designated sites are present within 2km of the SUE, however due to their proximity to the works no impact is anticipated
• Opportunity for areas within the masterplan to work with the ecology of the site and provide protected ecological features

Landscape

• Important elements of historic designed landscape retained extant and enhanced, incorporated into a new green infrastructure framework.
• Significant potential to create a green infrastructure resource of quality, diversity and generous disposition across the two sites
• Recognise the visual containment of the two sites and use future development opportunities to enhance the sense of containment and the qualities of key
existing spaces. Maximise the panoramic views from the high points in the north site and also work with the enclosed characteristics of other intimate parts
of the site.
• Create a new north south link over M62 to give a more direct link between green infrastructure resources and enhance movement potential and leisure
opportunities.
• Incorporate all green infrastructure management and maintenance responsibilities under the control of the future Country Park team - Land Trust (Administration, Rangers and Contractors for soft and hard works)

Townscape and
Heritage

• Lack of positive definitive character to the immediate surroundings presents an opportunity to create a new development with its own unique character and
sense of place
• The site is well contained by defensible, physical features including existing housing; motorway; established road network and boundary wall.
• Opportunity to preserve and enhance some of the heritage assets within the site which have previously been compromised by later development and the
arrival of the motorway

6

• Representatives from United Utilities suggested that an incremental approach to foul drainage of around 100 dwellings per annum would be acceptable in
principle. This may equally be a constraint if ambitions for pace of delivery exceed this upper limit.
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Masterplan concept development

2.1 Early development of the masterplan
integrates response to the key baseline
constraints and opportunities and builds
upon 3 fundamental drivers and shapers
of a spatial plan, what we might term ‘key
pillars’;
1. The pre-consultation draft SPD
2. Halsnead Park heritage
3. Garden village thinking
2.2 In addition, early thinking around
development potential gives rise to
some ‘first principles’, representing
a key starting point for further design
development.
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02

Pillar 1 Pre-consultation draft SPD
A pre-consultation draft
Supplementary Planning Document
(SPD) was prepared January 2016,
reflecting removal of the site from the
Green Belt.

2.1

The draft SPD sets a high bar of
ambition. Founded on connectivity
and profile of the site, the draft SPD
states that “...[the site] will become
the borough’s flagship development
area epitomising the quality of life that
Knowsley can offer...”

2.2

The draft SPD sets initial
benchmarks for land use and
quantum of development and includes
a draft spatial development framework
plan “...for illustrative purposes...”. The
intention was for this to support the
subsequent preparation of a site-wide
masterplan.

2.3

Although KMBC strategy has since
changed, insofar that the site-wide
masterplan in now being led by them
rather then the developer community,
the draft spatial development plan
provides a helpful starting point.

2.4

8

Opportunities summary

© Crown Copyright Knowsley MBC 100017655, 2016
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Pillar 2 Halsnead Park Heritage
a) Evoking a unique history
2.5 Although the estate has long since
disappeared, it leaves an indelible mark on
local heritage and landscape.
2.6 It provides the site with an embedded
sense of place - both through literal,
physical assets (specific environments
and unique features such as Big Water,
sandstone boundary walls and lodges
/ gatehouses) and a more intangible
atmospheric character.

It also has also left a latent spatial /
landscape structure to be rediscovered.
2.7

f M62

Line o

ay

motorw

(inset: photograph
of former hall
with Big Water to
foreground. Image
courtesy Historic
England archives)
Above: Historic plan of Halsnead Park Estate

source: National Library of Scotland
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Key
Site boundary
Existing mature woodland
TPO tree group

b) Landscape legacy

Regenerating scrub/bare ground
Watercourse

Significant natural and semi-natural
features form a network of highWaterbody
value
Historic stone estate walling assets, a legacy of original estate
Various heights (up to 1.5m) and
conditions
landscape design and management.

2.8

Public right of way

These create a clear starting
Informal existing pathways - Some
point - both shaping development
historic remnants of designed
areas and forming a foundationlandscape
for a
future network of green spacesDismantled
and railway
environments.
Ancient woodland

2.9

Key

2

Track

Site boundary

Arable

Existing mature woodland

Scrub

TPO tree group

Cleared scrub

Regenerating scrub/bare ground

Grassland

Watercourse

Public open space

Waterbody

Unimproved Grassland

Historic stone estate walling Various heights (up to 1.5m) and
conditions

Hedgerows

1

Overhead power line

Public right of way
Informal existing pathways - Some
historic remnants of designed
landscape

3

Primary access points and tracks
1

Caravan Park

2

Prince’s House Farm buildings

Dismantled railway

3

Knowsley Cemetery

Ancient woodland

4

Former colliery site

Track

5

Capped mine shafts

5

4

Arable
Scrub
Cleared scrub
Grassland
Public open space

10

Unimproved Grassland
Hedgerows

Landscape features and assets

© Crown Copyright Knowsley MBC 100017655, 2016
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c) Shaping settlement

Pre 1900s development

Halsnead Park has historically
been an impenetrable estate,
enclosed by high stone walls and
with no Public Rights of Way passing
through.

2.10

Mid 1900s development
Mid to late 1900s development
Late 1900s / modern development
Industrial

Development in and around
Whiston has formed around the
periphery, presenting different and
distinctive development characters to
each site boundary.

2.11

Key woodland areas within site

The estate has also left a legacy
of physical heritage assets, both
designated and non-designated.

2.12

Left: Summary historic growth sequence
KEY
1

Old Halsnead (grade II listed)

2

Carr House Farmhouse (grade
II listed)

3

4

Woodland planting of
heritage value
4

Paddock and Stables to Carr
House Farmhouse (grade II
listed)

8

Listed building /
structure

10
11

7

Sandfield Cottage (grade II
listed)

12

5

Non designated
heritage asset

5

North East Lodge to Halsnead
Park (grade II listed)

6

Snape Gate Barn (grade II
listed)

7

Gate Piers to Lodge (grade II
listed)

8

Church of St Nicholas (grade II
listed)

9

Carr Cottage

10

Lodge

11

Barn and outbuildings at
Prince’s House Farm

12

Former approach to the Hall

Left: Summary of historic features

13

Boundary walls and gate piers

© Crown Copyright Knowsley MBC
100017655, 2016
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6

3

9
2

1

Sandstone boundary
wall
Former approach to
Halsnead Hall
Historic routes / lanes
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Pillar 3 Garden Village
thinking
The Council has submitted an
expression of interest in creating a new
community based on Garden City principles,
under the government’s Locally-Led Garden
Villages, Towns and Cities initiative.
2.13

The submission was based on the
proposition that “The scale and location
of the site support its potential to deliver
a distinct new settlement”, and that
development can deliver Garden Village
principles by;
2.14

• Creating a new integrated community
• Focusing on Green Infrastructure
• Diversifying the Housing Mix and
Delivering Innovation
• Expanding Local Employment
Opportunities
• Delivering Design Quality
• Gathering local support

Options report
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Places of value and
longevity: where
people aspire to be, in
environments that stand the
test of time
Garden City principles
marry spatial and physical
expressions of green, healthy
communities with transparent
and locally-led governance.
2.15

Physically and spatially,
development has strong
ordering principles in
structure: legible and
connected streets and spaces
that enable interaction,
recreation and well-being.
This can often accommodate
diverse forms and characters
to meet different needs and
functions, albeit with balance
and order in design.
2.16

Right (above and below): Letchworth, the
original Garden City
Far right: Wavertree Garden Suburb, Liverpool

Thinking applied:
expectations for South
Whiston?

12

√√ Beautifully and imaginatively designed homes with gardens, combining the best of town
and country living to create healthy homes in vibrant communities
√√ Generous green space linked into the surrounding countryside, well connected and
biodiversity rich public parks, and a mixed network of well-managed, high-quality
gardens, tree-lined streets and open spaces
√√ Opportunities for residents to grow their own food, including allotments
√√ Strong local facilities in walkable neighbourhoods
√√ Integrated and accessible transport systems (the ‘Social City’)

A Sustainable Urban Extension: South of Whiston and Land South of the M62

2.17 These ‘purist’ garden village
aspirations must however be balanced
against other aspects of sustainable
development. The Locally-led Garden
Cities prospectus itself states;

“We want to encourage more
local areas to come forward with
ambitious locally-led proposals for
new communities that work as selfsustaining places, not dormitory
suburbs…”
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Sustainable ingredients at South Whiston...
•
•
•

1500+ homes
•
A large employment area 		
•
south of M62
•
New primary school
•

Retained and enhanced woodlands
Allotments
Sports pitches
High quality family homes

•
•
•

Attractive pedestrian-friendly streets
Rail access
Nearby local facilities

... but taking what form of settlement?
‘Dispersed’

‘Compact’

Thus demonstrating the need to balance
an approach to development instituted
over 100 years ago, with contemporary
principles of placemaking.
2.18 This means assembling the
ingredients of a potentially sustainable
place within a form and structure that is
compact and efficient.

Extract from Towards An Urban Renaissance illustrating principles of urban density, and the ability
for more compact places to better sustain services and facilities

To shape a sustainable development, options need to consider the form and function of the ingredients combined:
• How compact and dense should this place be?
• Should it aim to create a new ‘neighbourhood’... or will it be part of an existing one?
• How does form affect phasing and the economics of delivery?

13
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First principles
1. Response to edge condition and local character

1

Site characteristics and immediate surroundings will inform different
development responses, forms and characters in different parts of the site.

1. Lickers Lane
Combination of historic lane with
post-war development, this is the
threshold between the site and
the railway station and established
community facilities. Woodland edge
to the site.

2
2. Windy Arbour Road
Historic main street through Whiston
but with a strong inter-war suburban
character. St Nicholas Church has a
characterful presence. Houses back
onto the site.

14
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5

3. Cronton Road
Open land but with a disturbed
landscape character being
associated in part with the former
colliery. Character influenced
by proximity of major road
infrastructure at Tarbock Island.

3

4. Fox’s Bank Lane (South)
Wooded edges hide the highly
disturbed landscape of the former
colliery.

October 2016

5. Fox’s Bank Lane (North)
Open rural views including
long distance vistas across
the Mersey Valley. Proximity of
Whiston screened by tree groups.
Remnants of historic estate (eg.
sandstone walls) prominent.

6
4

Options report

6. Core
Surrounding houses are screened
by substantial woodlands creating
a calm ‘oasis’, which the Halsnead
Park Mobile Home Park takes
advantage of. The mobile home
park is visually contained and low
key. Good views out to the south.
Motorway noise is prominent.

15
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2. Early thinking on phasing
Areas of physical and experiential character are influenced by their
accessibility to certain roads and relative sense of integration with Whiston.
This combines with landownership patterns to create the basis of an
initial potential phasing sequence that although needs further testing and
exploration in detail, seems to align with current market perspectives.

1

Ultimately phasing proposals will be applied with more rigorously tested
spatial / design and delivery / market logic, understanding where and
how infrastructure could be created and how property values could be
established, supported and enhanced.
1. Windy Arbour Road
Cronton Road and Fox’s Bank
Lane (South)
It is unclear at this stage whether these
will be regarded as independent to the
delivery of housing development in the
north.
A bespoke delivery plan will apply.

Consolidated land ownership, clear market appetite, accessibility and the
potential to create a high quality development commanding good values
indicate this area could be the focus for the initial phase.
There seems to be a prima facia rationale for simultaneous first phase starts
at the southern and northern ends of Windy Arbor Road, on land owned
by Maro Developments and Junction Properties respectively. We anticipate
the potential for subtly different development outcomes and market
differentiation in these two locations.
There is opportunity to maximise the market appetite and location to
establish infrastructure in these phases that will facilitate later phases.

16
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3a?

2

3b?
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4

2. Fox’s Bank Lane

3. Lickers Lane

4. Central area

This location offers clear potential
to capitalise on the attractive rural
context to deliver high quality
residential development. Early
development could command good
values with opportunity to reinvest
contributions / deliver investment /
infrastructure.

It may be possible to commence some development off Lickers Lane
simultaneously with new homes being brought forward at Fox’s Bank Lane,
and indeed this may have its advantages in terms of delivering a holistic and
integrated development structure. This will depend on ability to deliver access
in the context of complex land ownerships.

Means of access, the practical need
for development to grow from ‘outside
in’ and current uncertainty over the
future of the mobile home park all
suggest that this area would likely be
the last phase to be built out.

However given the relatively poor
connectivity of this location in isolation
of other areas, it would likely be
prudent for development here to not
form phase 1.

From a purely market perspective there could be advantage from delaying
development off Lickers Lane until such a time that development begins
to mature at Windy Arbor Road and Fox’s Bank Lane, as in principle these
maturing places could help drive market confidence, and therefore enhance
values. There is a risk that bringing development forward off Lickers Lane too
early in the process might suppress values, linked to market confidence.
This potential delay could be advantageous, as it could give time needed
to coordinate the complex land ownerships here. However this needs to be
balanced against potential concerns over how integrated with existing South
Whiston communities the early phases would be.

17
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Shaping vision and key objectives

The Pre-Consultation Draft SPD
(January 2016) included the following
draft vision statement and key
objectives;

3.1

Vision statement
“The scale of the South Whiston and Land South of M62 Sustainable Urban Extension, its physical assets, strategic
location and potential to deliver high quality development, will ensure that it becomes Knowsley’s flagship development
area.
It will become a genuinely sustainable neighbourhood and community, offering a range of quality family housing (north
of the M62) and employment uses (south of the M62), and will provide a highly-visible demonstration of Knowsley’s
ambitions for design, construction and environmental standards. The development will support existing services
and facilities, especially within Whiston, and will provide new housing, employment and leisure opportunities for the
surrounding area.
The country park at the Cronton Colliery site will enhance the environment within the site, and will provide a new
recreational focus for a wider area. New services and facilities—to be provided on-site where there is an identified need—
will enhance the desirability and sustainability of the new neighbourhood and community.”
Key objectives
1. Deliver high-quality family housing, which has a visible presence from the M62 [South of Whiston]
2. Provide high quality employment floorspace to meet market demand in logistics/B8 employment and exploit its location
on the M62/M57 gateway corridor [South of M62]
3. Take advantage of the site’s visibility to promote Knowsley’s profile and enhance external perceptions of the borough.
4. Respect the green character of the site’s location, allowing it to connect with existing green links and strategic open
space.
5. Provide local amenities to support and supplement existing social infrastructure.

18

As the masterplan SPD project
has advanced, so has thinking
around how this draft vision and key
objectives could be refined. This
refinement is likely to continue as the
project moves into its final stages and
the masterplan matures prior to SPD
adoption.

3.2

At this options stage the refined
statements on the facing page are
proposed. These describe a strategic
opportunity (as opposed to ‘vision’)
and core development objectives.

3.3

The purpose is to capture the
strategic aims of allocating the
land for development, and the key
components that must be integrated.

3.4

This more ‘development’ focussed
expression can balanced with
ambitions and principles specifically
focussed on placemaking and
design. This is explored at Section 4
of this document.

3.5
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Proposed statements as at October 2016
Strategic opportunity

Core development objectives*

Scale, unique physical assets and strategic location combine to offer
potential for distinctive, high quality development for Knowsley and
Liverpool City Region.

1. Create a key asset of Whiston: welcoming and impressive built and natural
environments that help to enhance perceptions and improve accessibility,
drawing people into the site to share its high quality environments.

The opportunity is to deliver a highly visible demonstration
of Knowsley’s ambition for high quality design, construction,
environmental standards and public realm. A place where people will
live, invest and put down roots.

2. Diversify and enhance quality of stock, a sustainable mix that provides new
opportunities and options for people to stay and invest in Whiston for the
long term.

Development can create genuinely sustainable, walkable
neighbourhoods offering a range of affordable homes and with diverse
but distinct character.
Development can support existing services and facilities, particularly
within Whiston, and provide housing, employment, local services and
leisure opportunities that strengthen local communities.
A new primary school can be delivered on site, creating a focal point
for the community.
Development can create good links to and from existing communities
of Whiston and capitalise on proximity to Whiston Station and its
connections to central Liverpool, Warrington, Manchester and beyond.
The special green setting can be retained and enhanced, maximising
impact of its mature and ancient woodlands. A new country park
on the former Cronton Colliery site will provide a significant new
recreational facility for the wider area.
Existing communities can share in the new and enhanced public
environments and open spaces created.

3. Shape a high quality and distinctive setting for new homes, maximising not
just retention but true integration existing landscape assets as part of a
connected green infrastructure framework.
4. Deliver a range of multi-functional green spaces that connect within and
outside the site, enhancing ecology, drainage, recreation, connectivity,
health, sustainability.
5. Ensure that new development can help support and supplement
existing social infrastructure in the local area benefiting new and existing
communities.
6. Plan for a new high quality Primary School in a location that maximises its
accessibility and role as a key community hub and includes space (internal
and/or external) that is accessible for community use.
7. Create opportunity for a significant new employment hub to meet market
demand for B8/logistic space on the M62/M57 gateway.
8. Support the delivery of a new Country Park or similar significant green
space / landscape asset on the former Cronton Colliery, including improved
connectivity over and under the M62.
*These proposed development objectives are used to test potential options - see section 4
19
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Masterplan approaches

The purpose of articulating and
assessing masterplan approaches is
to:
• Test and help further refine the
overall project / development
opportunity.
• Provide a common point
of discussion and enable
engagement with key internal
and external stakeholders.
• Guide the future direction
of masterplan concept
development progressing to draft
SPD.

3.1

The assessment of approaches
has been informal but robust and
comprehensive. A ‘traffic light’ system
is used to convey relative strengths
and weaknesses;

3.2

Weak / potential threat
Neutral / passive
Strong / good opportunity

Density and place
Aspects of masterplan concept
development set out in section 2
have influenced thinking around the
potential density of development and
its implications for placemaking.

3.3

Original Garden City / Garden
Village principles included
recommendations to build at c.11
dwellings to the acre (c.28-30dph).

3.4

However, we believe that this
should not represent a target or
‘maximum’ density requirement
at this site: contemporary housing
development, with its myriad
challenges and express need to
contribute to sustainable forms of
development, should integrate higher
densities.

c.30dph

3.5

South Whiston SUE
site development area

Our proposition is that
development here should be delivered
at a density range of between 30
- 45dph, responding to changing
contexts at different parts of the site
and to maximise efficiency / use of
land.

3.6

This range is illustrated to the
right with reference to precedent
development outcomes.

3.7

20
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(example images of
c30dph environments)

Butts Green
Westbrook
Warrington
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c.37.5dph

South Whiston SUE
site development area

(example images of
c37.5dph environments)

Lawley
Telford

c.45dph
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South West
Cambridge

South Whiston SUE
site development area

(example images of
c45dph environments)
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Approach 1

‘Adaptation of pre-consultation draft
SPD framework plan’
The pre-submission draft SPD provides a solid
foundation to the optioneering work undertaken
by the consultant team.
In principle, it is valid for the SPD spatial diagram
to be taken as the base option, conveying some
practical approaches to delivering development.
Approach 1 shown here adapts (subtly) this
base to align with response from constraints and
opportunities analysis.
Key characteristics
• Constraints-led structure
• A ‘ring road’ spine route
• Development orientated towards access
points around the edge
• Mobile home park retained and built around
• Homogeneous building form / density
• No clear ‘centre’
• Location of primary school left flexible

c. 1500 homes
Average density c. 28dph
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Example in practice
Cottam Hall, Preston

KEY
Site boundary
Residential development

Illustrative
plan
KEY

Employment development

Site boundary

Main roads

Residential development

Minor roads

Employment development

Key footpath / cycle connections

Main roads

Retained areas of woodland

Minor roads

Green open space

Key footpath / cycle connections
Retained areas of woodland
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Approach 1
Assessment
1 Placemaking

potential

Approach 1 is a
simple, pragmatic,
constraints-driven
response but risks
limiting ability to
create a coherent
structure of character
areas.

Integration

Green infrastructure

No non-residential areas incorporated,
other than southern site

Retains majority of existing assets shape development areas

Vehicular / network integration but little
attempt to deliver community integration

Road through woodland is a risk – could
need 30m corridor (bridge / structures)

Aims to deliver a clear link to the station

Sport pitch provision relies on existing 		
Lickers Lane playing fields

Ambiguous on how and where the primary
school would be delivered

Cemetery area backed onto
Minimises offset from motorway, but this
becomes a pragmatic drainage corridor likely need of acoustic fencing along entire
length.

Potential strength /
opportunity
Possible missed
opportunity
Potential weakness or
risk / threat

Not clear if new facilities of significance
integrated other than country park

Streets and connections

Built form

Practical / functional arrangement based
on spine road concept (internal ring road)

Segmented characters – little synergy
between routes and potential characters

Maximises each access point / ‘equalises’

Potential lack of controlled variation on a
strategic / holistic level

Hierarchy dominated by a large circulatory
road / loop road – sterile / engineering-led?
Layout appears road centric – ‘estate
roads’, relaxed geometry (fast moving?)
Relies on cutting through woodland at big
water

Density gradient reacts to external
environment but little attempt to ‘create’ a
pattern within the development
Risk that mobile home park could ‘jar’ with
edge of new development

Connectivity of southern site / proposed
country park is poor

Score: Placemaking potential
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2 Alignment to draft core
development objectives
Draft
Potential
objective for good
or strong
alignment

Neutral

Risk of weak
alignment or
detrimental
impact

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

• Option concept predominantly driven by
pragmatic access solution
• Constraints-led development area, not driven
by a strong placemaking structure
• No overt attempt to respond to assets and set
basis for a distinctive development outcome
• Allows flexibility for school location, but as a
consequence fails to promote its potential as a
positive placemaking / structural device.

Score: Alignment to objectives
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3 Constraints and infrastructure
Potential weaknesses

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

October 2016

4 Meeting delivery challenges

Potential strengths
Reuse of former mineral line to create a green
corridor connection between the 2 sites.
Traditional ‘ring road’ network, creates easy
internal circulation for vehicles.
Convenient layout for public transport
penetration into the site.
Multiple highway access points, supporting trip
dissipation.
Layout allows various phased development
options.
Urban extent borders existing public sewer in
north, maintaining access to it.

Options report

•

•

•
•
•

May require physical traffic calming (road
humps) on internal roads to control speed due
to them due to route hierarchy.
Doesn’t fit well with Living Streets principals.
Level of highway infrastructure doesn’t match
proposed density with too many high order
roads – will affect infrastructure cost.
Close location of key access close to Tarbock
Island, may create a rat-runs’ for extraneous
traffic between Windy Arbour Road and Foxes
Bank Lane. May encourage increased use of
Foxes Bank Lane which isn’t suitable for high
flows of traffic.
Severance of green corridor near Big Water
would have a detrimental impact upon local
ecology.
Residential development near Tarbock Island
would be impacted by noise and air quality
issues.
Limited access to employment site in north east
corner of southern site – access may affect
listed building.

Score: Constraints and infrastructure

• Aims to generate the most practical means of
accessing and opening up the site to successive
phases of development. Dominated by a
pragmatic road system, that could conceivably
be brought forward as a spine road delivered in
sections by phase.
• The concept of the spine road creating a
continuous ‘inner ring’ is compromised by the
need to construct a long length of non-fronted
main road through the main woodland, just to
the north of Big Water. This would be a high
cost section, requiring a significant loss of
woodland and ecologically valuable areas, and
heavy engineering to overcome topographic
variation.
• Development shown to extend both sides of
Windy Arbor Road to the south west, which is
considered an undeliverable element.

Score: Delivery
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Approach 2

‘Urban connection’
Exploring how the masterplan could potentially
put more emphasis on ‘SUE’ characteristics, i.e.
a more obvious sense of integration with existing
communities.
Key characteristics
• Structure orientated towards a northern ‘hub’
• Reinforces existing Lickers Lane facilities: 		
a ‘neighbourhood centre’ serving existing
and new residents
• A community spine main route
• Other routes are lower key but connect
to the spine
• Potential for part or full integration of
Halsnead Park Mobile Home Park
• Higher densities towards the north
• New primary school towards the north.

c. 1500 ‘PLUS’ homes
Average density c.32.5dph
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Example in practice
South Maldon Garden Suburb

Wycke Hill

Equipped
play ares

KEY

2

Limebrook
Way

2
2

Site boundary

5E

3

Residential development

Illustrative
plan
KEY

Employment development

Site boundary

Main roads

Residential development

Minor roads

Employment development

Key footpath / cycle connections

Main roads

Retained areas of woodland

Minor roads

Green open space

Spital Road

6
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Figure 4.3.1 Landscape strategy
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Approach 2
Assessment
1 Placemaking

potential

Approach 2 aims to
balance creating an
internal structure,
with consideration
for integration
with existing
communities.

Integration

Green infrastructure

Authentic attempt to bring South Whiston
into the site – a neighbourhood core

Removes need to locate main road through
woodland

Puts as many houses as possible onto
Lickers Lane and WAR to maximise
accessibility to existing services

Removes existing playing fields at
Lickers Lane in order to create built form
connectivity - replaces with new provision
to south and adjacent to cemetery

Non-residential uses to the south west
add a new offer to the area whilst creating
a gateway to the site, buffers homes from
the motorway and potentially creates a
‘functional’ connection to employment
areas to the south

2 Alignment to draft core
development objectives
Draft
Potential
objective for good
or strong
alignment

Potential weakness or
risk / threat

2

The cemetery and woodland are enhanced
with additional GI, including integration of
new school

3
4
5

Streets and connections
‘Main Street’ concept gives a clear focus
and structure to the development
Route through mobile home park provides
connectivity and flexibility for drainage
Local access to Tarbock Island rather than
main spine route means development
traffic doesn’t ‘bypass’ Whiston
Design will need to prevent rat running here
Single main access from Lickers Lane may
be insufficient for whole development would need to be balanced with another
main route connecting west to WAR.
Connectivity of southern site / proposed
country park is poor

6

Built form

7

Clear density gradient coordinated with
transition in character from north to south.
Helps legibility and orientation.

8

Mobile home park is integrated, but with
flexibility
(e.g. potential part retention)

•

Risk - if mobile home park integration
cannot be delivered then it severs the
development area immediately south

•

Maximum new frontage to Lickers Lane
and WAR
Introduces non-residential form to the
south west – variety and animation BUT
needs careful design and control over use
class

Score: Placemaking potential
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Risk of weak
alignment or
detrimental
impact

1

Sports pitches to south integrated with
noise attenuation and drainage systems

Potential strength /
opportunity
Possible missed
opportunity

Neutral

•

•
•

Option concept predominantly driven by
creating linkages north
Sets the basis for a strong placemaking
structure, e.g. north-south ‘main street’
Has good potential for a distinctive
development outcome, and a basis for
structured character areas.
School and possibly other new facilities used
as a positive placemaking / structural device.
Not highway dominated.
Score: Alignment to objectives
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3 Constraints and infrastructure
Potential weaknesses

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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4 Meeting delivery challenges

Potential strengths
Layout less likely to encourage rat-running
between Windy Arbour Road (Tarbock Island
access) and Foxes Bank Lane.
Fits well with Manual For Streets and Living
Street principles.
Green corridor around Big Water is maintained
as an asset, protection natural biodiversity.
Reuse of former mineral line to create a green
corridor connection between the 2 sites.
Multiple highway access points, supporting trip
dissipation.
Strong pedestrian links towards Whiston
Station.
Layout allows various phased development
options.
Layout would allow natural traffic calming to be
built-in to the scheme.
Alternative land use near Tarbock Island could
be less sensitive to noise and air quality issues
(than residential units).
Positioning of playing fields to provide additional
buffering for M62 to address noise.
Urban extent borders existing public sewer in
north, maintaining access to it.

Options report

•
•
•

Through routes don’t create good access for
public transport and could be a deterrent to
usage.
Key route from Lickers Lane to proposed
school could add to school-run traffic on
Lickers Lane.
Higher concentration of roads may affect
infrastructure costs.
Limited access to employment site in north east
corner of southern site – access may affect
listed building.

Score: Constraints and infrastructure

• Phasing challenge posed by whether to commit
to early delivery of the community link point
/ main street, or if this could be successful if
brought forward as a later phase.
• If the latter, access into the site in other locations
(ie. earlier phases) may come forward in discreet
(albeit linked) packages rather than the ‘spine
road’ model of approach 1. This would need
careful control to ensure connectivity and
continuity.
• Connectivity of southern parts of the site would
benefit from at least partial redevelopment /
reconfiguration of Halsnead Park mobile home
park and the implications / timeline / cost of
achieving this are unknown.

Score: Delivery
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Approach 3

‘Central focus’
A more literal interpretation of Garden Village
thinking, with development creating a new
settlement format focussed on an internalised
central hub.
Key characteristics
• Structure radiates from a central hub
• A new heart, predominantly for new residents
• Avenues push into the centre creating a clear
spatial logic and legible streets
• Relies on full integration of Halsnead Park
Mobile Home Park
• Higher density around the centre
• New primary school part of the centre

Concept plan

c.1500 ‘PLUS PLUS’ homes
Average density c.37.5dph
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Example in practice
Sherwood, South Hampshire

KEY
Site boundary
Residential development

Illustrative
plan
KEY

Employment development

Site boundary

Main roads

Residential development

Minor roads

Employment development

Key footpath / cycle connections

Main roads

Retained areas of woodland

Minor roads

Green open space

Key footpath / cycle connections
Retained areas of woodland
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Approach 3
Assessment
1 Placemaking

potential

Approach 3 aims to
create a true ‘new
community’, a new
place.

Integration

Green infrastructure

Internally focussed, away from surrounding
areas

New road linking to centre would sever 		
woodland in sensitive location

A new heart at the geographic core of the
site

New open space ‘destinations’ at the
centre

Internalised structure, but could become a
destination that complements existing local
centre and station hub

Sports pitches to south integrated with
noise attenuation and drainage systems

2 Alignment to draft core
development objectives
Draft
Potential
objective for good
or strong
alignment

Neutral

Risk of weak
alignment or
detrimental
impact

1
2
3
4

Potential strength /
opportunity

5

Possible missed
opportunity
Potential weakness or
risk / threat

6

Streets and connections
Radial main streets orientated to the centre
Good basis for legible street hierarchy
Link to the south west (through Big Water)
would potentially become the dominant
vehicular route?

Built form
Clear urban structure - a geographic centre
with radial density gradient
Higher density core maximising
development yield
Redevelopment of mobile home park
creates a more coherent and connected
development and assists reinterpretation of
historic Halsnead Park features
Higher density towards the core may
conflict with market appetite (ie. would
lower density towards Lickers Lane be
compatible?)
Would rely on deliverable decant strategy
for existing mobile home park residents

Score: Placemaking potential
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7
8

• Aims for a ‘true’ garden village type structure,
with strong reference to landscape heritage
• Sets the basis for a strong urban structure with
radial routes focussed on a literal centre
• Good potential for a distinctive outcome.
• School and possibly other new facilities a
positive placemaking draw for new residents.
• A structure that would encourage an
inward looking new community – potentially
weakening a sense of connection with Whiston
Score: Alignment to objectives
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3 Constraints and infrastructure
Potential weaknesses

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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4 Meeting delivery challenges

Potential strengths
Convenient for public transport penetration into
the site.
Layout less likely to encourage rat-running’
between Windy Arbour Road (Tarbock Island
access) and Foxes Bank Lane.
New green corridor bridge over M62 connecting the two sites is better aligned with desire
lines.
Key gateway access close to Tarbock Island Alternative land use near Tarbock Island could
be less sensitive to noise and air quality issues
(than residential units).
Layout allows various phased development
options.
Layout would allow natural traffic calming to be
built-in to the scheme.
Positioning of playing fields to provide additional
buffering for M62 to address noise.
Urban extent borders existing public sewer in
north, maintaining access to it.

Options report

•
•
•
•

May create a rat-runs for extraneous traffic
between Windy Arbour Road and Foxes Bank
Lane.
High cost of new green corridor over bridge.
Severance of green corridor near Big Water
would have a detrimental impact upon local
ecology.
Provision of new green corridor over M62 will
affect infrastructure costs.
Highest density design (of the 3) which will have
implications for infrastructure costs – particularly for utilities.

Score: Constraints and infrastructure

•

Key challenge posed by reliance of the concept
on comprehensive redevelopment of the mobile
home park.

• If deliverable, the key community-focused core
would likely need to come late in the phasing
sequence, with the consequence that residents
of early phases would be without access to
these facilities for several years (eg. new
primary school).
• Similar to approach 2, the phasing of residential
sites ‘working towards’ the centre likely to come
forward in discreet (albeit linked) packages
rather than a ‘spine road’ model, needing careful
control to ensure connectivity and continuity.
• One of drivers of this approach is to encourage
new thinking in the delivery of links south across
the M62, i.e. possible new footbridge (or road
bridge?) radiating from the proposed central
hub. The ability to fund such a bridge crossing
has yet to be explored and therefore carries
substantial risk as the driver of a masterplan
concept.

Score: Delivery
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